Introduction
When Zharkov and Blinkov ( [ZB93] ) applied the classical ideas of involutive systems originating from the theory of partial dierential equations (c.f. [Ja29] , [Po78] ) to the computation of Gr obner bases (c.f. [Bu65] , [BW93] ) their theory seemed to be a rather marginal concept. But due to the opportunity of gaining a faster version for one of the most frequently applied algorithms the method came into the focus of computer algebra research (c.f. [Ap95] , [GB95] , [GS95] , [Ma95] ). It turned out that Pommaret bases are not only of interest for fast implementations (c.f. [ZB93] ) but that they are also a point of contact of dierent theories which w ere investigated intensively for a long time. So, the theory of Pommaret bases enables the exchange of useful ideas between the theories as well as it benets itself from the relationships. A certain similarity of the Zharkov/Blinkov method and the Kandri-Rody/Weispfenning closure technique motivates the study of commutative polynomial rings from a non-commutative point of view. The theory of Pommaret bases can be presented in an algebraic way using the Gr obner theory of graded structures. Here we will present the straight forward generalization of Pommaret bases to the class of algebras of solvable type. Under the non-commutative grading most calculations are pushed back to the free non-commutative polynomial ring. This provides a link to the theory of term rewriting and the Zharkov/Blinkov method appears as an application of the prex reduction/saturation technique of Madlener and Reinert (c.f. [MR93] ) with a restricted saturation. The restricted saturation has its natural origin in the syzygy theory and heavily improves the termination behaviour in the particular case of Pommaret bases. So, it seems to be worth to investigate the eect of splitting the saturation step also for similar term rewriting problems.
The main result of this paper consists in the presentation of a termination condition for the Zharkov/Blinkov method providing an alternative algorithm for the computation of ordinary Gr obner bases which terminates for arbitrary ideals in the case of generalized degree compatible term orders.
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Preliminaries
Let R = K[X] be the polynomial ring in the variables X = fX 1 ; : : : ; X n g o v er the eld K. The set T = fX 1 1 X n n j i = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : g of terms forms a K-vector space basis of R. An irreexive well-order of T which is compatible with the multiplication T of power products, i.e. u v implies t T u t T v for all terms u; v and t, is called an admissible term order. F urthermore, we i n troduce the 0.3. POMMARET BASES IN GRADED STRUCTURES 3 notations T(X i1 ; : : : ; X i k ) and T(fX i1 ; : : : ; X i k g ) for the set of terms depending only on the variables fX i1 ; : : : ; X i k g X . Let us x an admissible term order . E v ery non-zero polynomial f 2 R has a unique representation f = P m i=1 c i t i satisfying 0 6 = c i 2 K ; t i 2 T (1 i m), and t m t m 1 t 1 . W e dene the support, leading term and the leading coecient of f by supp(f) : = f t 1 ; : : : ; t m g , lt(f) : = t 1 and lc(f) : = c 1 , respectively.
The main dierence between Gr obner and Pommaret bases consists in dierent notions of divisibility of terms. Gr obner bases are connected with the ordinary divisibility of terms, i.e. for all u; v 2 T we h a v e u j v i there exists s 2 T such that s T u = v. Let < be an arbitrary linear order on the set X of variables. The additional requirement of the existence of an index 1 i n such that s 2 T(fX j j X j v X i g) and u 2 T(fX j j X i v X j g) leads to the Pommaret divisibility with respect to <, denoted by u j P;< v. W.l.o.g. we can assume that the variables are enumerated in such a w a y that X 1 < < X n and we will use the short cut j P for the Pommaret divisibility with respect to this particular order. Denition : Let I R be an ideal, F I a subset of I and an admissible term order. Then F is called a Gr obner, r esp. Pommaret, b asis of I with respect to i for every 0 6 = g 2 I there exists f 2 F such that lt(f) j lt(g), r esp. lt(f) j P lt(g).
Note that the denition of Pommaret bases depends on the order < of variables induced by their enumeration. Furthermore, we remark that the term order needs not to be compatible with <. A comprehensive overview of the theory of Gr obner bases can be found e.g. in [BW93] . For the theory of Pommaret bases we refer to [ZB93] and [Ap95] . It is a well-known fact that the ordinary Gr obner basis theory is an instance of the theory of G obner bases in graded structures (c.f. [Ro86] , [Mo88] ). In [Ap95] it was proved that the same holds also for Pommaret bases.
While the ordinary Gr obner basis theory is based on a T-grading of the polynomial ring we h a v e to use a S-grading of R in order to obtain the Pommaret theory. Here, S denotes the free non-commutative monoid generated by X. Let comm : S ! S be the function dened by comm(X i1 X i2 X i m ) : = X i 1 X i 2 X i m , where is a permutation of (1; 2; : : : ; m ) such that i 1 i 2 i m . Then we can consider T as a subset of S by identifying the elements of T and ft j t = comm(t)g S. An order of S will be called an admissible term order if it is an irreexive w ell-order of S which is compatible with the multiplication S of S and satises the conditions comm(t) t and comm(s) comm(t) ) s t for all s; t 2 S.
Pommaret Bases in Graded Structures
In this section we will sketch the non-commutative grading providing exactly the Pommaret bases as the Gr obner bases of left ideals in the corresponding graded structure. In [Ap95] it was remarked that the theory of Pommaret bases can be generalized to left ideals of algebras of solvable type [KW90] without any trouble. Here, we will use the more general setting explicitly.
The free non-commutative K-algebra P = K h S i in the variables X is the algebra obtained by monoid adjunction of S to the eld K. S is K-vector space basis of P. Let us x an admissible term order of S for the remainder of this section. Then we can dene the notions of support supp(f), leading word lw(f), and leading coecient lc(f) of an element f 2 P with respect to in the same way as we did for polynomials. Note, here we use the notion \word" instead of \term" since S is isomorphic to the free word semi-group generated by X.
Let I P beatwo-sided ideal such that for all numbers 1 i < j n there exists an element X j X i c i;j X i X j + p i;j 2 I with 0 6 = c i;j 2 K and p i;j = 0 o r lw(p i;j ) X i X j . Furthermore, we assume that for every 0 6 = f 2 I there exists t = X i1 X i2 X i k 2 supp(f) such that i j+1 < i j for some 1 j < k. This property corresponds to condition (H) in [KW90] Denition : Let A be an algebra of solvable type, J A a left ideal, F J a subset, T an admissible term order of T, and < a linear order of the set of variables X. F is called a Pommaret basis of J with respect to T and < i for any non-zero g 2 J there exists f 2 F such that lt(f) j P;< lt(g). (v) . Therefore, the Pommaret divisibility (with respect to the variable order X 1 < < X n ) and the postx relation on the image im(comm) of the comm-mapping can be identied in a natural way. F rom this and some wellknown properties of Gr obner bases in graded structures we deduce the following equivalence.
Theorem 1 ([Ap95, Theorem 4.1]) Let A S = ( A; S; ; lt) be the above dened graded structure of the algebra A of solvable type. Furthermore, let J A be a left ideal of A and G J a subset of this left ideal. Then G is a Gr obner basis of J with respect to A S if and only if G is a Pommaret basis of J with respect to T and <, where X 1 < < X n and T denotes the restriction of to T = im(comm). Since X i < X j () X i S X j X j S X i the graded structure A S carries not only the information on the restricted order T but also that on the variable order <. Generalizing the denition of comm it is easy to construct a graded structure A S;< where the postx relation of elements of im(comm) corresponds to j P;< and, consequently, Gr obner bases with respect to A S;< coincide with Pommaret bases with respect to T and <. Gr From the assumed properties of an admissible term order of S it follows that the restriction to the subset im(comm) = T , which for simplicity will be also denoted by , is an admissible term order of the abealian monoid T. So, we can construct the graded structure A T = ( A; T; ; lt) and all associated objects in the same way a s w e did for A S . I t i s w ell-known that the Gr obner bases with respect to the graded structure A T are just the classical Gr obner bases with respect to .
An Alternative Gr obner Basis Algorithm
Mall observed that every set of monomials generating an ideal J which is in stable position with respect to an admissible term order i s a P ommaret basis of J with respect to (see [Ma95] ). An equivalent formulation is to say that the reduced Pommaret and the reduced Gr obner basis of J with respect to are equal in this situation. Nevertheless, it is also well-known that a monomial ideal needs not to have a nite Pommaret basis, in general. However, an innite reduced Pommaret basis has a very regular structure and starting from a Gr obner basis G it is easy to construct a Pommaret basis, e.g. P = G[fug j jg j 2 G; 91 i n : lt(g j ) = 2 T(X i ; : : : ; X n ) u 2 T ( X i ; : : : ; X n ) g:
Subsequent minimalization of a so-constructed Pommaret basis is not dicult. Our subject will be the more delicate problem: How to use the regular structure in order to nd a stronger termination condition for Method 0.1 ensuring that the truncated Pommaret basis computed at termination time is already an ordinary Gr obner basis of the input ideal? The phenomenon is similar to the generalized FGLM-algorithm for higher dimensions. Roughly, the conversion of a Gr obner basis to another term order by means of linear algebra requires a walk along a border basis of the ideal. In spite of the inniteness of the border basis of a positive dimensional ideal Licciardi and Mora presented an always terminating procedure (see [LM94] ).
Consider the left ideal J A generated by the set F = ff 1 ; : : : ; f m g of non-zero elements of A. Let The following theorems show that the termination condition is weak enough to ensure the Gr obner basis property of the output and strong enough to ensure termination at least in the case of !-degree compatible admissible term orders.
Theorem 2 The value of G at termination time of Method 0.2 is an (ordinary) Gr obner basis of the input left ideal J with respect to the input term order .
Proof: Assume that the execution of Method 0.2 terminates for input A, and F.
In the following all references to variables occurring in the algorithm will concern their value at termination time.
First of all, we introduce some notations. Set (i; j) := lcm T (lt(g i ); lt(g j )) and := max i;j2H (i; j). By J G 0 ;t we denote the subset of J consisting of 0 and all elements f which can be represented in the form f = P k j=1 h j g ij , where h 1 ; : : : ; h k 2 A nf0g, g i1 ; : : : ; g i k 2 G 0 and lt(h j g ij ) t for all j = 1 ; : : : ; k . F urthermore, let G H := fg i 2 G j i 2 Hg.
There are two possibilities for 1 i l and i = 2 H. (i) i was removed from H in connection with the treatment of a syzygy of type u S e inSgj e inSgi and since i > m w e h a v e u = 2 K . (ii) i was not inserted into H because of comm(deg S (s)) lt(g i ), where s is the syzygy from which g i was produced. From lt(g i ) lt(c(s)) deg S (s) it follows lt(g i ) = lt(c(s)) = comm(deg S (s)). Hence, s must be of the type X k S e inSgj and lt(g i ) = X k T lt(g j ). In both cases it follows the existence of 1 j l and h 2 AnK such that g i + hg j 2 J Let v(i; u) be the longest prex of u such that lt(g i ) j P lt(v(i; u)g i ) and let w(i; u) be the corresponding postx of u, i.e. u = v(i; u) S w(i; u). We will show the existence of an element r(i; u) b y induction on the length of w(i; u). So, rst consider the case length(w(i; u)) = 0, i.e. w(i; u) = 1. If lt(g j ) -P lt(ug i ) for all 1 j < i then r(i; u) := ug i ug i = 0 satises the conditions of (0.5). Otherwise, let 1 j < i be minimal with the property l t ( g j ) j P lt(ug i ) = u S lt(g i ).
In this case lt(g j ) j P lt(g i ) or lt(g i ) j P lt(g j ). If lt(g j ) j P lt(g i ) then r(i; u) := uq(i; j) = ug i + ( uf i;j )g j , where q(i; j) i s o f t ype (0.4), satises the conditions of (0.5). The case lt(g i ) j P lt(g j ) can be handled in a similar way. Now, consider the case w(i; u) 6 = 1. We decompose u = u 0 S X j = v(i; u) S w 0 S X j and consider the element u 0 p(i; j) = ug i + u 0 h i;j g li;j 2 J G;ltugi , where p(i; j) is of type (0.3). We observe that w (l i;j ; lt (u 0 h i;j )) must be shorter than w(i; u) since it is a subword of w 0 . Hence, by induction assumption there exists r ( Assume that there exists k 2 H +1 nH for some > 0 . Since G is a Gr obner basis of J the set D := fg i 2 G j9u 2 T : u T lt(g i ) = lt(g k )g is not empty. Let g j be the element o f D whose leading term with respect to is maximal with respect to the lexicographical order extending X 1 lex lex X n and let 1 i 1 i m n be such that X i1 X i m T lt(g j ) = lt(g k ). Let s 2 B nB +1 be the left syzygy used for the construction of g k . We have lt(X im g j ) lt(g k ) comm(deg S (s)). According to the applied standard selection strategy the left syzygy X im S e ingj had to be considered before s, therefore, P N F ( X i m g j ; G ) = 0. Hence, there exist g i 2 G and v 2 T such that v S lt(g i ) = X i m T lt(g j ). But v 2 T(X 1 ; : : : ; X i m 1 ) contradicts the maximal choice of g j and v = Let U be a homogeneous minimal basis of LIn S (J). Since is !-degree compatible the subset U = fu 2 Uj deg S (u) g is nite. Hence, the fair selection strategy ensures the existence of 0 such that G S U LIn S (G ) for all 0 . Therefore, P N F ( f;G ) = 0for all 0 and f 2 J such that lt(f) . Consequently, no left syzygy s with comm(deg S (s)) will be added to B after the 0 -th run of the while-loop. In conclusion, the fairness of the selection strategy implies the termination of the algorithm.
0.5 Concluding Remarks
Note, that the correctness of Algorithm 0.2 will be valid even for arbitrary admissible term orders and arbitrary selection strategies. However, the following discussion shows that our restrictions have an essential inuence on the termination behaviour.
A rst remark concerns term orders which are not !-degree compatible, e.g. lexicographical orders. The reduced Pommaret basis can contain innitely many basis elements whose leading terms are smaller than the maximal leading term of the elements of the reduced Gr obner basis. Hence, in general Method 0.2 will not terminate for such orders since all these elements had to be contained in G at termination time.
The following example illustrates that the use of a standard selection strategy The last remark concerns the denition of H. In general, we w ould loose termination for setting H such that G H = G and correctness for H dened such that in(G H ) is minimal generating set of LIn T (G). But termination will be preserved also if we alter the algorithm by skipping the step where elements of H can be removed. At the one hand side sometimes the numberof investigated critical elements can be reduced by shrinking H. A t the other hand side the overhead caused by the termination condition becomes smaller without the step. If the leading terms of the elements f 1 ; : : : ; f m are made pairwise dierent during a preparatorily step then the additional condition m < i for deleting i from H is not necessary.
